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New Brief: Five Pathways to Results Teams in
 the Spotlight

At the close of its sixth year guiding teams through an
 outcomes-focused continuous improvement process, the
 Pathways to Results initiative is pleased to share a new brief,
 Pathways to Results: Five Teams, Five Experiences in the
 Spotlight. Authored by Heather McCambly and Edmund
 Graham, this brief provides a glimpse into the experiences and
 insights of five institutions in Illinois—Harry S. Truman
 College, Illinois Central College, Malcolm X College,
 Rend Lake College, and Sauk Valley Community
 College—that have utilized the PTR process multiple times to

 understand and solve student success issues on their college campuses and with their educational
 and industry partners. Intended for practitioners and policymakers alike, this brief provides a
 summary of each site’s unique experiences with PTR, followed by cross-site themes emerging
 from implementation of the PTR process, and a set of recommendations for “moving the needle”
 on student success that stem from the work of PTR teams. Read more.

Webinar: How Education Leaders
 Can Create Next Generation Learning
 Environments for College and Career
 Success

 August 3, 2015 9:30am-10:30am

In this webinar Dr. Richard Halverson, professor of
 Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis at the
 University of Wisconsin-Madison, shares information
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 and strategies that will be useful for educational leaders as they create innovative, next generation
 learning environments that facilitate college and career success for all students. Participant will
 have opportunities for dialogue and to ask questions. To register click here.

H2P Colleges Improve
 Equity for Students
 through Pathways to
 Results Process

Today at the Health Professions
 Pathways (H2P) Summit, teams from
 the nine colleges that make up the
 consortium are gathering in
 Cincinnati to reflect on and celebrate
 four years of working together to
 build rigorous healthcare pathways
 that support student achievement.
 OCCRL, the third party evaluator for

 H2P, is hosting the Summit in partnership with the H2P National Office.

As part of the consortium’s sustainability efforts, each H2P college participated in the Pathways to
 Results (PTR) process that involves analysis of disaggregated data on student outcomes to identify
 and resolve equity gaps. Through PTR, teams have taken steps to improve equity and outcomes
 for their students in at least one program of study at their college. Their efforts are reflected in the
 posters that the teams will share at the Summit. OCCRL applauds the H2P colleges’ efforts to
 improve equity and outcomes for all healthcare students.

Other items on the H2P Summit agenda include interactive discussions about evaluation results
 and lessons learned to scale reformed healthcare education and training to the community
 colleges throughout the United States. Read more.
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